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Abstract
Wireless Sensor Network use battery power to connect
all nodes. Battery duration preservation is extremely
necessary in mounting the life extent of the nodes
continuous data transmission will lead the result to
speedy draining of battery power charge. Our protocol
primarily relay upon Wireless Mesh Networks (WMN).
In present systems, the data from the sensors are
contiguously transmitted which results in drainage of
battery source and may also lead to failure of nodes.
The lifespan of each and every node mainly depends on
the battery source. To overcome all these complications
we proposed a new system, the Big Data Analysis, and
RSM algorithm. The data is transmitted only when the
server sends the request. In addition, when the patient
is in emergency condition or when the value reaches
the particular threshold value the data is transmit
automatically to the server without any demand so the
patient life is saved and it also sort out the battery
drainage issues of any particular node. This protocol
ensures to be distinct in reduced energy power
consumption comparing to other protocol in the
existing systems.
Keywords: Wireless Networks, Big Data analysis,
Response surface methodology, Wireless Mesh Networks.
Introduction
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), is a network that consists
of geographically automatic sensors which are distributed to
collectively view the physical, environmental criteria and
health care applications, like temperature, vibration, sound,
pressure, motion else pollutants in various positions. It is
created to meet an extensive span of civil as well as military
uses like infrastructure monitoring, tracking of object as well
as battlefield supervision. Nowadays it has begun to attract
concentration to the health industry to monitor the patient’s
health. Nominally, a Wireless sensor network has thousands
of little sensor node which converse using wireless channels
and does the work of distributing sensing as well as process
the collaborative information.
In real applications, the spatially distributed sensor nodes
sense the adjacent neighborhood’s data. The sensor nodes
work in cooperation with one another in order that data is
transmitted which is sense to a central BS known as sink
node. A routing algorithm is a better manner to determine a

way in-between a source as well as a destination node (that
is, sink node) to transmit data. The efficient mechanism of
Wireless Sensor Networks depends much over the routing
protocol which straightly alters the network’s lifespan. The
key aim of routing algorithms is to improve both reliability
as well as lifespan of Wireless Sensor Networks with less
communicating bandwidth. As a result, the challenging
problem of routing algorithms is to decrease the
communication overhead to transmit data after an optimum
way is identified considering the capability of a sensor node
having resource conditions like limitations in power, slower
processor, as well as less communicating bandwidth.
Wireless
sensing
element(WSNs) are loosely studied
in omnipresent computing surroundings attributable to its
wider distributed usage. The appliance space of WSN also
contains environmental managing, health-care service as
well as military observation [1-3]. WSNS have more sensing
element nodes that are furnished with processors, memory,
as well as shorter range wireless communications. For realtime usage, the sensing element nodes are dispersed within
the regions of interest, and that they feel information through
encompassing surroundings. The sensing element nodes
collaborate along with one another for transmission of the
perceived information towards the central BS known as sink
node. A routing algorithm may be an approach of
determinative a way within a supply as well as destination
(that is, sink) nod to transmit perceived information. The
potency of Wireless sensor networks is extremely hooked
into routing algorithms which precisely have an effect on the
network period. The most routing algorithm’s target is to
boost each dependability as well as lifelong for wireless
sensor network, keeping in mind the potential of a sensing
element node together with resource conditions like
restricted power, slower processor as well as small
communication information measure. Thus the not easy
problem in route algorithms is to scale back the
communicating process overhead to transmit information
using determinative associate degree optimum path.
Wireless sensing element Networks (WSNs) accommodates
a
sizable
amount of every
which
way deployed
energy forced sensing element nodes. Sensing element
nodes possess tendency to perceive as well as transmit
sensed information towards the base station. This process
needs higher power. In Wireless Sensor networks, storing
power as well as increasing network period as good
tasks.. The cluster may be a type technique accustomed
optimize energy consumption in WSNs. [1]
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Related Works
Clustering remains a major familiar routing protocol in
today’s approach. This clustering protocol involves two
major phases-node clustering and transmission information.
Node clustering makes random nodes as serve headers which
will come under the LEACH protocol. After cluster header
is formed, information from the neighboring nodes will be
sent to the sink node.
Scarcity of power happens in mobile calculating equipment
as well as equipment that can be worn or implanted during
wireless body space network. During ths work, an adaptation
routing algorithm is framed as well as tested that reduces
power value a little amount of info through mistreatment of
channel info so that simplest technique to route knowledge
is decided. In this technique, the supply node can be
switched to either direct or relay communication supported
the link’s standard, which could utilise relay given that the
channel’s quality is within an explicit threshold. The
mathematical prototype is made valid using simulation that
show that the adaptation routing technique could enhance
power potency considerably in comparison with the
prevailing ways. The new analysis in Body space network is
targeted to create its communication additional dependable,
power economical, secured, as well as high utilizing the
system sources. Here, a completely unique Body space
specification for interior hospital surroundings as well as a
replacement technique of a glance closely discovery using
routing table construction which aides to scale back network
traffic load, power consuming, as well as improve BAN
dependableness. Performance is obtained by us in depth
simulation within the castalia simulation surroundings to
point out that this projected algorithm shows high working
relating to decrease BAN traffic load, inflated range of
successive packet obtained by nodes, decreased range of
packets dispatched by inbetween nodes along with entire less
power consuming in comparison with alternative algorithms.
Wireless device network technology is chop-chop changing
into a possible answer for watchingand management functi
ons in bottom range of producing automotive appliances.
Sensor nodes remain power conditioned hence the design
process of communicating network must be in a manner that
the electronics circuit utilizes less power from node source
thus increasing the network’s lifetime. Moreover, designing
a routing algorithm for WSNs is much specified to
applications, thus the communicating algorithm must be
formulated depending on environment system’s facts. Here,
a power estimation of routing protocol is done, which shows
that considering industry uses like a die casting industry,
formulating routing protocols extremely depend over the
system characters like transmitting frequency, quantity of
nodes, distance in-between machine as well as message
length. At last, routing algorithm is formulated depending on
develop examination as well as simulating methods. Latest
technical findings of less power applied circuits, wireless
communications, as well as physiological sensors boost the
formulation of little, lightweighted, ultra less power
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screening
equipment.
A
body-integrable
network, alleged WBAN, maybe fashioned by integration t
his
equipment.
WBAN
having
sensors overwhelming extraordinarily low
energy is
employed to watch patients in crucial conditions within the
hospital. Outside the hospital, the network will transmit
patients’ very important signs to their physicians
over net in period WBAN normally employs ZigBee, or
UWB standard [2].
I. Proposed System
In a proposed method big data along with the RSM algorithm
is implemented. The host processor sends the collected data
to the WMN module where it buffers and transmits to the
destination. We propose an intelligent node which monitors
all the sensor values and also monitor the level of a battery
and make the decision whether the value is risk or not. If the
value is found at risk or in other cause if the server sends prerequest to the base station, the data will be transmitted. Here
we use RSM algorithm to support this conditions to plot the
risk values. Due to the transmission of data from the sensors
only when it is needed, the battery power consumption can
be reduced and the node failures can be avoid.
The intelligent node monitors all the other nodes and checks
for any irregularity. It also ensures that nodes have sent any
request to the server. The system enhances the prior
knowledge about the particular node so that its abnormality
is solved as soon as it is detected. By this technique, the
battery power is improved for an extended period. Our
proposed system also proved to be energy efficient
comparing to the existing protocols.

Evaluation

Figure 1: Node initialization

Figure 2: Request from Base Station
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Reslts and Analysis: Network Animator

Figure 3: Reply to base Station

Figure 4: Reply to base station

Figure 5: Abnormal occurrence at node

Description
Firstly, a node have been initialized which indicates how the
nodes will be place in the patients body. Next base station
starts communication with other nodes to check whether it
needs service or to check unusual occurrence. All nodes start
communicating with the base station when an abnormality
occurs within the node it will be indicate with red color
which has to be rectifying with the help of base station.
Those abnormalities with red color indicate that patient is at
risk it has to communicate to base station immediately
without any delay. Using this method only when the
threshold level exceeds it will take it as a risk value and will
send it to the server. Otherwise, when the server requests the
data alone, the data will be transmitted. That helps in
consumption of the battery for a long time which has been
considered as an advantage in our proposed system with the
assist of RSM. In our proposed system the main content is to
increase the battery life, this will be achieved using big data
in RSM.

NAM is abbreviated as Network Animator. This tool
animates the network’s elements as explained in the Tcl
sript. An entire view is accessible by the client that shows
the network ideas in the work. The animator has the TCL
script to be the input thus framing a nam as well as trace
output files. NAM has tools to edit the network’s topology,
navigation toolbar, a step size control over a time. Using
these tools, it makes them feasible to distinctly examine the
actual working of it with fine resolve in timeperiod. Tools to
edit includes zoomer as well as controls to interface. A status
bar present in the end of animator impies the present state of
the network elements.
Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): The PDR is the ratio of
packets successfully received to the totally sent packets. The
packet delivery ratio is interrelated with throughput ratio
when the speed of the packet increases, then the packet
delivery ratio rate increases. The Packet delivery ratio
initially begins with 1,00,000 time(seconds), maintains at a
constant rate, but however due to the decrease in throughput
rates; the packet delivery ratio also decreases in the existing
system has a major advantage of efficient throughput which
in turn results in good packet delivery ratio.

Proposed
Existing
Figure 6: Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR)
Packet Loss Ratio (PLR): The PLR is the loss ratio which
happens due to the failure of two or more packets in reaching
the target. The Packet Loss Ratio both increases at a constant
speed and maintains the same packet ratio at (4 seconds), but
in our proposed method, the communication carried out is
less when compared with the other existing system, so the
packet loss ratio decreases with respect to time.
Residual Energy (RE): The RE of the node is evaluated by
accessing in built “variable energy” in fining energy
procedure at different times. The power consumption in
residual energy ranges initially from 100 mJ .The packet is
continuously transmitted in relation with time (seconds). For
the existing system, the residual energy drastically decreases
ranging from 1, 00,000 to 7, 60,000. The energy ratio in our
proposed system maintains at a constant speed ranging from
1, 00,000 to 9, 80,000.
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continuous monitor of abnormal criteria, supervised
rehabilitation, as well as potential knowledge discovery
using data mining of all collected data. Our system mainly
overcomes the failure of nodes and drastic increase in energy
efficient.

Proposed
Existing
Figure 7: Packet Loss Ratio (PLR)

Proposed
Existing
Figure 9: Throughput
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Conclusion
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